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Next Level Audio
The best studio headphones give you outstanding sound quality. They are used by both professional musicians during the recording
process and knowledgeable music fans alike. So if you are an audiophile looking for the ultimate listening experience, this buying
guide is for you! We have researched 20 new studio headphones and picked the ten best. Let’s get started.

How to Select the Best Cheap Studio Headphones
Good studio headphones come in all shapes and sizes and are designed to o er ultimate music and sound reproduction. However,
with hundreds of available options it can be tricky to pick the right one. Here are the key specs you need to keep in mind when buying.

Frequency Range

Driver Size

Closed Ear Design

Weight

The frequency range of a set of
headphones represents the
spectrum of tones the
headphone can reproduce from
bass to treble. Measured in
Hertz (Hz), a range of 10 to
10,000 shows a low end of 10Hz
for bass tones and a high end
of 10,000 for treble. Wider
ranges are generally better.

The drivers are the part of your
headphone that convert
electromagnetic inputs into
actual sound. In other words,
they are the little speakers
where music comes from.
Measured in millimeters, driver
size is an indication of the audio
quality. The larger the driver,
the more powerful the sound.

Headphones take two forms:
closed ear and open ear. Closed
ear headphones feature an ear
cup that is closed at the end
and therefore better blocks
outside ambient noise. Open
ear designs, on the other hand,
allow outside sound to get in –
which can be useful for some
studio situations.

Headphones come with varying
weights, based on the materials
used for their design. Make
sure you take this spec into
account as it can impact your
enjoyment of the product. Any
headphone under two pounds
should feel comfortable.
However, lower is always
better.

Studio Headphones Reviews and Buying Guide
With so many makes and models available on the market, it can be a challenge knowing which headphones are right for you. There
are hundreds available, so it is tricky to pick the right one. To help you nd the best one, we have reviewed 20 new products and
picked the top ten. All headphones shown below are great options, o ering excellent audio quality, smart design, and a good price. In
short, you cannot go wrong with any of them, so pick the one that best ts your style and budget.
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Audio-Technica ATH-M50x

Frequency Range
15-28000Hz

Driver Size
45mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
1.9 lbs

The Audio-Technica ATH-M50X is a set of top studio headphones available at a fantastic price. Featuring a pair of 45mm rare
earth drivers that deliver superb sound, the closed ear design results in an audio reproduction that has repeatedly been lauded
by critics and users alike. Our experts agree, these headphones are among the very best money can buy. An exceptional
frequency range of 15 - 28,000 Hz results in astounding bass and treble. Music and voice sound incredibly lifelike.
The earcups swivel 90 degrees for maximum usability, and the soft padding makes them exceptionally comfortable even during
longer sessions. In short, Audio-Technica’s new ATH-M50X show why the brand is a world-leader in headphone technology. They
o er an exceptional listening experience and pro-level audio.

Check Price Now

Beyerdynamic DT 770 Pro

Frequency Range
5-35000 Hz

Driver Size
45mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
1 lb

A legendary designer of high-quality audio components, Beyerdynamic's dT 770 Pro are a set of headphones designed for the
professional musician and sound expert. The closed ear design is augmented by velour ear pads for maximum comfort, and the
sound quality itself is top notch thanks to the naturally balanced reproduction.
The headphones also feature a low mass coil and diaphragm assembly to produce exquisite bass and treble. The professional
design means that the headphones o er pro-level audio whenever you need it. The Beyerdynamic DT 770 Pro manages to
impress even experts thanks to proven, high-performance technology.

Check Price Now
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V-MODA Crossfade

Frequency Range
5-30000 Hz

Driver Size
50mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
0.65 lbs

The V-MODA Crossfade is a wireless, high- delity headphone set designed for audiophiles and music professionals who do not
want to be tethered by a cable. The large, dual-diaphragm 50mm drivers o er incredible an sound range with rumbling bass and
crystal clear treble. Constructed of steel and leather, the headphones look great while also being built to last.
Moreover, a hidden microphone allows you to take calls when needed. The battery runs for up to 12 hours before needing to be
recharged. So if you are looking for a set of high-quality wireless headphones, you will love what the V-MODA Crossfade have to
o er. They are a smart blend of sound, design, and wireless technology.

Check Price Now

Audio-Technica ATH-M30x

Frequency Range
15-20000 Hz

Driver Size
40mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
1.7 lbs

When you are looking for a set of good but cheap studio headphones, the Audio-Technica ATH-M30X has you covered. Despite
the a ordable price, it has a set of features that will impress. 40mm rare earth magnetic drivers power exquisite sound quality.
The headphones o er an impressive dynamic range with very good bass notes and treble. They are also highly portable. Simply
collapse them, and you can take them anywhere.
The soft ear cup padding makes the set exceptionally comfortable as well. Audio-Technica's ATH-M30X is an a ordable yet great
set of headphones that professional musicians will love and audiophiles will be impressed with. The product o ers a great
balance between high-end quality and inexpensive price.

Check Price Now
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Sony MDR7506

Frequency Range
10-20000 Hz

Driver Size
40mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
0.5 lbs

Sony’s MDR7506 combine the company's excellent track record for high-quality audio with a well-built design. This set of
headphones o ers 40mm neodymium magnets that deliver fantastic sound quality and o ers a dynamic frequency range of 1020000Hz. The low, distortion-free bass and the high, crystal-clear treble will awe and delight your ears.
When you are done, they fold up into a travel case included with the product. The MDR7506 headphones continue a great
tradition of quality audio products from Sony and are an excellent buy due to their fantastic sound.

Check Price Now

AKG K 240

Frequency Range
15-20000 Hz

Driver Size
40mm

Closed Ear
No (Semi Open)

Weight
0.53 lbs

There's much to love about the AKG K 240 headphones. Few listening devices are as comfortable, thanks to the product's
gimbaled suspension and self-adjusting headband which ensure a good t. The cable is detachable for easy replacement and is
constructed of oxygen-free copper that generates impeccable sound quality. The headphones use state of the art XXL
transducers that o er excellent soud reproduction in a frequency range of 15-25000 Hz. We liked the AKG K 240 headphones for
their comfort and modern technology and highly recommend them.

Check Price Now
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Audio-Technica ATH-M20x

Frequency Range
15-20000 Hz

Driver Size
40mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
1.6 lbs

Audio-Technica continues its line of superior headphone products with the ATH-M20X. They are incredibly comfortable to wear
thanks to the thick earcup padding. The headphones are powered by 40mm rare earth neodymium magnets to deliver excellent
sound quality. The set is also speci cally optimized for low-frequency performance.
The closed-ear design o ers great sound isolation in noisy environments, so you will always be able to clearly hear what you are
listening to without interruptions. In short, Audio-Technica's ATH-M20X are a high-quality yet a ordable set of headphones.

Check Price Now

Behringer HPS5000

Frequency Range
20-20000 Hz

Driver Size
40mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
0.88 lbs

For such an a ordable set of headphones, the Behringer HPS5000 act way above their price point. Featuring a wide 20-20000 Hz
frequency response range, they o er fantastic bass notes mixed with crystal clear treble tones. The 40mm drivers are perfect for
delivering impeccable sound quality.
The included cord o ers an oxygen-free copper wire for superior sound transmission, and the overall design is rugged and
durable. If you’re goal is to nd a great but wallet-friendly set of headphones, you really can't go wrong with the Behringer
HPS5000.

Check Price Now
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SmartOmni Bluedio Hurricane

Frequency Range
20-20000 Hz

Driver Size
57mm

Closed Ear
Yes

Weight
0.48 lbs

The wireless SmartOmni Bluedio Hurricane headphones o er unparalleled bass notes thanks to the turbine housing design and
low-frequency performance. The very large 57mm drivers churn out surprisingly clean notes, optimized for a high dynamic
frequency response range.
The headphones furthermore incorporate the brand new BlueTooth 4.1 standard to allow you to connect them to your favorite
devices. They work at a distance of up to 30 feet and for 40 hours at a stretch before they need recharging. SmartOmni's Bluedio
Hurricane headphones o er the versatility that only wireless headphones can bring, with a stunning audio quality and great
battery life to match. They are among the best wireless studio headphones you can buy.

Check Price Now

Superlux HD668B

Frequency Range
30-20000 Hz

Driver Size
50mm

Closed Ear
No (Semi Open)

Weight
0.48 lbs

The Superlux HD68B dynamic headphones incorporate a semi-open design that uses vents to let in outside ambient noise to mix
with your music for a fuller, more natural sound experience. The exquisitely balanced and contoured headphones are a joy to
wear and o er very authentic voice and music reproduction.
They are suitable for all types of music and deliver rich bass notes and clear treble tones. Highly durable and built to last, they
will provide excellent high-quality audio for years to come. In short, Superlux’s HD68B are an a ordable yet acoustically rich set
of headphones.

Check Price Now
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